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Jefferson County PUD Company Policy 
 
Policy No. _________ 
Date: _____________ 
 
 
 

Public Utility District #1 of Jefferson County  
Vegetation Clearance Policy 

And Specifications 
  
Purpose 
 

The purpose of this policy statement and these specifications is to set forth in clear terms 
the method, procedures, and other information necessary to guide those engaged in line clearance 
work on our overhead system. 

Tree pruning and tree removal is a necessary part of overhead line construction and 
subsequent maintenance programs. It allows Public Utility District No.1 of Jefferson County 
(JPUD) to provide as much as possible, a safe and continual supply of electricity to our 
customers. The relatively large number of trees prevailing in the JPUD service area has a direct 
bearing upon the design, construction, maintenance, safety, and economic operation of our 
overhead and underground electrical system. The public interests in trees and overall tree welfare 
are also important factors. Because of these conditions, a standard guide for performing tree 
work is essential. In the application of these specifications, reasonable latitude will be found to 
adequately meet a wide range of conditions. Even though the solution varies for many types of 
tree clearance field problems, certain fundamental principles remain the same. 

These tree specifications will be considered the standard for all tree work on the JPUD 
system. 
 
Authority:   
 
ANSI Z-133 is the American National Standard for Arboricultural Operations-Pruning, 
Repairing, Maintaining, and Removing Trees, and Cutting Brush-Safety Requirements.  It has 
the force of Law because it is the document an OSHA compliance officer would reference with 
identifying safety violations of employees engaged in tree work.  In Short ANSI Z-133 defines 
an electric hazard to exist anytime a tree worker, tool, tree or any other conductive object is 
closer than 10 feet from an energized conductor with a voltage of 50,000 volts or LESS.  From 
this 10-foot baseline, 0.4 inches of required clearance is added for every 1,000 volts above the 
50,000-volt baseline.   
 
And   RCW 64.12.035 Cutting or Removing vegetation – Electrical utility – Liability – 
Definitions. 
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Policy - Jefferson County (JPUD) will prune or remove trees under the following conditions: 
 
Tree Pruning: 
1. Prune tree growth interfering with high-voltage circuits ranging from 15 Kv to 115 Kv 
and JPUD communication lines. 
2. Prune tree growth off secondary conductors and service drops is the responsibility of the 
property owner 
3. Prune tree growth off secondary conductors and service drops when there is an 
immediate risk to safety or continuity of service JPUD will charge for this service. 
4. All branches that are over the top of energized conductors will be removed. We do this in 
order to prevent storm damaged branches from falling down onto the power line. 
5. Branches that are within 8 feet of each side of an energized conductor will be removed. 
We do this in order to account for the movement of trees and conductors during high wind 
conditions and the required electrical phase to ground clearance that is required. 
6. Branches that are below an energized conductor will be removed to provide 10 feet of 
clearance to the line. This provides room for growth, especially for fast growing species such as 
the cottonwood. 
 
Tree Removal: 
1.  Consistent with public and employee safety, line clearance, economic tree maintenance 
operations, public relations, and the aesthetic appearance of public, it is desirable to remove trees 
under certain conditions rather than to proceed with pruning. Whenever justified, tree removal is 
encouraged. 
2. Trees less than 8 inches in diameter in rural, forested, and agricultural road right of ways 
should be removed. JPUD may have trees designated for removal and marked prior to removal. 
 
Effective line clearance is determined by: 
 
1. Voltage, location, and importance of the individual line. 
2. The height of the poles and line. 
3. The growth habit of the trees. 
4. Local weather characteristics. 
 
Tree Clearances 
 
1. Transmission 115Kv -    Any tree that has the potential of affecting a transmission line 
shall be pruned to prevent any growth within TEN feet of the line for trimming cycle of three 
years.   This clearance shall be FIFTEEN feet at the time of pruning. 
 
2. Distribution 
 

Any tree potentially affecting a primary distribution line shall be pruned to prevent any 
intrusion within SIX FEET of the line for the duration of the tree maintenance cycle. 
Intrusion of limited small branches and regrowth will be tolerated so long as it does not 
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contribute to a safety hazard for a person climbing the tree or cause interference with the 
conductors. 

 
For our entire service territory, this clearance at the time of pruning shall be TEN 

FEET within the primary conductors. This typically would be three feet below a low neutral 
wire. For reference, communications lines are normally 42 inches (3 1/2 ft) or more below the 
neutral line. 

 
Climbing Clearances - In order to ensure safe and usable climbing space for all workers 

of utilities that have pole attachments, all vegetation will be cleared for a minimum of 3 feet 
from the surface of the pole in all directions. Note: Ivy growing on a pole or structure shall be 
removed when encountered. Ivy is a climbing hazard and may become an electrical hazard if 
allowed to grow into the electrical utility space. 
  
  Overhang Clearance - Overhang clearance will depend on tree species and conditions. 
Trees should be pruned to avoid contact with primary lines under loading from snow and ice 
conditions for the duration of the established pruning cycle length. Special attention must be 
given to dead, dying, decayed or damaged limbs in the crown of trees hanging over lines. 
  

Side-clearance -  Any tree growing beside primary conductors shall be pruned to prevent 
any intrusion within SIX FEET of the primary line for the duration of the tree maintenance 
cycle. This clearance at the time of pruning SHALL be a minimum of TEN FEET plus an 
additional three feet when a high neutral is present. 
 In areas with adverse weather conditions (wind, snow, or ice), it is necessary to prune trees so 
they will not bend or blow over into primary conductors for the duration of the tree maintenance 
cycle. 

 
Danger trees  -  Danger trees are trees that are located within falling distance to our 

power lines and pose imminent danger to the electrical facilities due to tree health, ground 
conditions, or any other condition that leaves the tree unstable. This tree will be removed as soon 
as the tree is found and the landowner is contacted. If contact cannot be made in a timely manner 
the tree will be removed. 
 

Important Note on Climbable Trees - Special attention will be given to climbable trees. 
Climbable trees are defined as trees having sufficient handholds and footholds to permit an 
average person to climb easily without the use of a ladder or other special equipment. 
Side clearance of a climbable tree must be EIGHT feet at all times. This clearance may be 
reduced to FIVE feet if all of the lower limbs below eight feet have been removed.  
   

Secondary Conductors - Secondary conductors shall be pruned so they remain free from 
weight, strain, or displacement caused by contact with trees. When pruning is necessary, there 
should be a minimum of Three feet of clearance. 
 Guy wires shall be pruned to free them of weight, strain, or displacement caused by 
contact with trees. 
 Dead wood - all dead wood shall be removed when it is a danger to transmission or 
distribution conductors. 
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 Vines shall be removed from guys and poles before such growth reaches conductors. 
 
 Tree Removal - Trees should be removed under the following conditions: 
 Trees that have been repeatedly topped under primary and transmission 
Trees with no chance for reasonable, natural development shall be removed. 
 Trees that are in schoolyards, playgrounds, parks, backyard areas, or other areas that 
children play and might climb the trees easily to contact overhead conductors. 
Note: JPUD may elect to assist a customer in the removal of dangerous trees.  
 Tree species that are greater than 3 feet tall, and generally less than eight inches in 
diameter, that will grow taller than 15 feet at maturity should be removed at ground level. Brush 
species (vine maple, hazel brush, etc.) that will not reach a primary or transmission line will be 
left. The brush competition should keep new trees from getting started. The brush also provides a 
desired roadside vegetation cover. 

 
Underground Equipment - All PUD underground facilities must have a clear buffer 

from all vegetation. JPUD crews must be able to visibly locate the equipment and then perform 
maintenance and replacement of all equipment. 
   

Suburban and Urban areas - Property owners having fast-growing tree species that are 
located near homes or in landscaped areas that will eventually grow into transmission 
or distribution lines Shall be encouraged to have the trees removed. When the tree encroaches 
within 6 feet the PUD will remove the tree. 
  

Trees that should be removed - Some common fast-growing varieties that should be 
removed because of difficulty in maintaining satisfactory and safe clearances and because of 
character of growth are:  Poplar, cottonwood, willow, locust, Chinese elm, ailanthus, big leaf 
maple, black walnut and red alder. 

When removing deciduous trees at ground level, treat the stump with a JPUD approved 
herbicide. Red alders over eight inches in diameter and conifers do not need to be treated. 
Treatment shall not be made when root grafting is suspected. Cut stumps shall be treated 
immediately after cutting. 
 
 Types of Tree Pruning - Individual trees and tree species have definite growth habits 
that tend to lend themselves best to one of four types of pruning. Familiarity with these growth 
habits is very helpful in maintaining individual trees and in laying out new overhead lines in tree 
zones. 
 
1. Crown-reduction 
 
Crown -reduction is the pruning of the entire upper crown and is generally required when a tree 
stands directly under or in close alignment with a primary or transmission pole line. When 
primary conductors are located directly over a large or medium sized tree, it may occasionally be 
the best practice to slightly notch the crown and prune the sides of the crown down a smaller 
amount to offset the appearance of pruning. When the central leader from a conifer is removed, 
the next Good practice dictates that the crown of a tree should be initially reduced no more than 
approximately one-fourth of its existing crown height. Excessive reduction increases the amount 
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of resultant sucker growth, which is expensive and also difficult to control in future years. The 
whole of branches will be tapered (tipped) to discourage central leader replacement. 
 
2. Side-clearance pruning (sloping) 
 
Side-clearance pruning is the shortening back or completely removing side limbs that project 
toward conductors located to one side of the tree alignment. Avoid cutting so deeply that an 
unsightly notch remains. Limbs above and below a side notch may be partly shortened back to a 
side branch to reduce the notched effect and improve conductor clearance. If more than one-third 
of the crown requires side-clearance pruning, the entire crown should be reduced. 
 
3. Overhang-clearance pruning 
Overhang-clearance pruning is the removal of limbs and branches back to the major trunk to 
provide conductor clearance under the tree crown. 
 
4. Directional pruning 
 
Directional pruning or through pruning is the removal of limbs and branches from inner tree 
crowns to make room for the passage of conductors. This type of pruning is best suited to service 
drops and secondary lines. It shall not be used for primary conductor clearances. 
 
The following list of trees should never be directional pruned:  Conifers, poplars, birch, silver 
maples, Siberian elms Shaping Trees.  The general principle is to prune in such a manner that the 
trees will remain in as natural and symmetrical a shape as possible. This principle shall be 
regularly applied to all tree work. With directional pruning and through pruning, this principle 
may be altered to a reasonable degree to direct future tree growth away from the conductors and 
increase the length of the tree maintenance cycle. All cuts shall be made to encourage future 
growth away from the conductors. This principle, termed "growth-training," shall be applied in 
all tree maintenance work. All pruning shall conform to the "natural pruning method" or "drop-
crouching method," with all cuts made to provide for the development of side branches. A tree is 
best pruned when it least shows the effects of such work. 
  
5. Reduced trimmed appearance -  In most types of line clearance tree work, some 
additional pruning may be done to restore tree balance and soften the effects. Overhang-
clearance pruning may require the removal of branches from the balance of the lower crown. 
Side-clearance pruned trees with deep notches may require shortening back of branches both 
above and below conductors to reduce the apparent size of the crown opening. This practice also 
improves line protection from overhanging limbs 
 
6. Shearing or Heading -  Shearing treetops to a uniform conical or rounded shape through 
many small cuts or stubbing off major limbs will not be tolerated. Such practices invite an 
unhealthy tree condition and cause rampant regrowth. Trees maintained in this manner are more 
difficult to work on in future years. 
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7. Clean-up.   The PUD or its contractor will remove the debris created from trimming 
operations within 2 weeks of cutting.    If individuals wish to keep tree debris (chips, limbs, or 
trunk) they can coordinate with the PUD right of way operations manager ahead of time.      
 
8. Customer Relations and Responsibilities 
 When a customer’s tree causes an outage the PUD will clear the tree and repair the power 
line. The customer is responsible to remove all tree debris at their expense.  
 Customers are responsible to trim the secondary wire from the PUD’s line into the house. 
 Customers are responsible to keep all PUD underground equipment clear of all 
vegetation. It should visible with a three foot buffer zone.  
 
9. Public Interest Relating to Tree Maintenance Work 

To prevent future outages and to help reduce the cost of trimming trees, JPUD 
encourages that before buying and planting a tree you consider how big your tree will be in 20 to 
40 years. Will it come in contact with power lines? Will it shade your home? Is it too close to 
your foundation or septic system? By planning ahead you can pick the right tree for the right spot 
and avoid future problems for you and your new tree. Never plant trees with a mature growth 
height of greater than 20 feet directly below overhead power lines. Trees reaching 20 to 40 feet 
in mature height should be planted at least 30 feet from power lines. Trees growing to over 40 
feet tall should be located at a minimum of 50 feet from power lines. 

The general public has more than a casual interest in the appearance of trees located upon 
the rights-of-way. Where local regulations and ordinances for cities and towns are in effect, they 
should be followed when public and utility safety can be maintained. On rural and state road 
rights-of-way, uniform tree maintenance standards should be maintained at all time. 
 

Public Contacts - The numerous contacts with customers and public agencies made by 
tree maintenance personnel provide an excellent opportunity to make friends for JPUD. It should 
be distinctly understood that in meeting such people, the supervisor or crewmember is 
representing JPUD and that appearance, attitude, and method of approach shall reflect favorably 
upon JPUD. A supervisor must possess good human relations skills, knowledge of arboriculture, 
the ability to quickly size up situations, and establish friendly relations.  Because of the 
importance of maintaining the line clearances the PUD has a designated right of way special 
operations manager who is responsible for vegetation management for the PUD.  

 
Notification procedures: 
 
1. Vegetation has come in contact with or caused damage to electric facilities and 

requires immediate PUD action.  The PUD will attempt to physical contact the home 
resident, but will take measures to eliminate the cause of damage. 

 
2. If the vegetation poses an imminent hazard to general public health, safety, or 

welfare and the PUD will provide notice by posting a notice or flier in a conspicuous 
location on the affected property that gives a good faith estimate of the time frame in 
which the electric PUD’s trimming or removal work must occur, specifies how the 
PUD may be contacted, and explains the responsibility of the resident or property 
owner to respond pursuant to the requirements of the notice.  The PUD may act 
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without agreement if the resident or property owner fails to respond pursuant to the 
requirements of the notice.  No notice or agreement is necessary if the PUD’s action 
is necessary to protect life, property, or restore service. 

 
3. If vegetation poses a potential threat to damage electric facilities and the PUD will 

attempt to provide written notice by mail to the last known address of record 
indicating the intent to act or remove vegetation and secures agreement from the 
affected property owner of record for the cutting, removing, and disposition of the 
vegetation.  Such notice shall include a brief statement of the need and nature of the 
work intended that will impact the owner’s property or vegetation, a good faith 
estimate of the time frame in which such work will occur, and how the PUD can be 
contacted regarding the cutting or removal of vegetation.  The affected property 
owner has two weeks of the date the electric utility provided notice to respond to the 
PUD.  

   
Property owner notifications - Crews should try to let the customer know tree 

maintenance work is to be done; this might include introducing themselves as a tree crew 
working for JPUD. They shall notify the customer of the work to be performed and thank the 
customer for their time. If no one is home, all tree maintenance work shall be done as scheduled. 
 

Customers with special concerns - If a customer or any public official becomes 
concerned about scheduled tree maintenance and the tree crew foreman is unable to satisfy the 
customer's concern, the crew shall pull off of the job site and notify JPUD management the 
situation as soon as is practical. If costs are occurred it might be the customer’s responsibility to 
pay for all costs. 
 
Definitions: 
  
 “Electrical facilitates” means lines, conduits, ducts, poles, wires ,pipes, conductors, 
cables, cross-arm, receivers, transmitters, transformers, instruments, machines, appliances, 
instrumentalities, and all devices and apparatus used, operated, owned, or controlled by an 
electric utility, for the purposes of manufacturing, transforming, transmitting, distributing, 
selling or furnishing electricity. 
 
 “electrical utility” means an electrical company, as defined under RCW 80.04.010, a 
municipal electric utility formed under Title 35 RCW, a public utility district formed under Title 
54 RCW, an irrigation district formed under chapter 87.03 RCW, a cooperative formed under 
chapter 23.86 RCW, and a mutual corporation formed under chapter 24.06 RCW, that is 
engaged in the business of distributing electricity in the state. 
 
 “Vegetation” means trees, timber or shrubs. 
 
 “A hazard to general public health, safety, or welfare is deemed to exist when: 
 

(i) Vegetation has encroached upon electric facilities by overhanging or growing in such 
close proximity to overhead electric facilities that it constitute an electrical hazard 
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under applicable electrical construction codes or state and federal health and safety 
regulations governing person wo employed or retained by, or on behalf of, an electric 
utility to construct, maintain, inspect, and repair electric facilities or to trim or 
remove vegetation; or  
 

(ii) Vegetation is visibly diseased, dead or dying and has been determined by a qualified 
forester or certified arborist employed or retained by, or on behalf of, an electric 
utility to be of such proximity to electric facilities that timing or removal of the 
vegetation is necessary to avoid contact between the vegetation and electric facilities. 

 
“A potential threat to damage electric facilities exists when vegetation is of such size, 
condition, and proximity to electric facilities that it can be reasonably expected to cause 
damage to electric facilities and, based upon this standard, the vegetation has been 
determined to pose potential threat by a qualified forester or certified arborist employed 
or retained by or on behalf of the electric utility.  

 
Attachments: 
 
Example Notification for customer 
Example Tree Trimming Information Pamphlet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



PH (360) 385-5800  FX (360) 385-5945     310 Four Corners Road, Port Townsend, WA  98368     customerservice@jeffpud.org 
                                                                      

      
 
XXX XXXX 201X 
 
 
Electric System Safety and Reliability Project in the  XXXXX  Area 
 
Dear PUD Electrical Customer: 
 
 The PUD of Jefferson County (JPUD) is committed to improving the electric 
service in your area. Since trees are a major cause of power outage in Jefferson 
County, one of our 201X projects is to make sure the trees on the XX miles of power 
lines that comprise the xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx circuit are not a concern. Our contract tree-
pruning crews will be working in your area from XXX 201x though xxx 201x.  These 
certified crews specialize in tree work around energized electric power lines.  To get a 
more detailed listing of the areas actually being worked on and a better estimate of the 
time frame the crews will be working please visit our website (www.jeffpud.org). 
 
 If the primary electric lines cross your property we may need to access them. We 
will be trimming in the xxxxx area along the highway from MPx x to MPx.  After you 
receive this notification, please contact us 360 385-xxxx to let us know that you agree or 
disagree with our intend to remove vegetation on or adjacent to your property that 
poses a potential threat and to let us know how you would prefer we dispose of the 
vegetation; for example if you are interested in receiving wood chips or to keep the 
wood that is cut down from this project. Otherwise, crews will chip the smaller sections 
and remove them.    
 
 Although no response is necessary, if you have any questions, concerns, or 
wish to discuss removal or replacement of inappropriate trees adjacent to our primary 
lines, please call the PUD Right of Way Agent (385-      ) and reference the XXXXX 
safety and reliability project.  For more information on appropriate trees to plant near 
power lines, visit our website at www.jeffpud.com. 
 
Please note:  These crews do not trim around the secondary electric lines that run from 
the pole to your home, (twisted line going to your house meter) 
 
Thank you for helping us to maintain public safety and provide the reliable service you 
can depend on. 
 
 
James G. Parker 
Manager 

Board of Commissioners 
Barney Burke, District 1 
Kenneth Collins, District 2 
Wayne G. King, District 3 
 
James G. Parker, Manager 
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